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Abstract
This paper presents Tiqwah, a typesetting system for Biblical Hebrew, that uses
the combined efforts of TEX, METAFONT and GNU Flex. The author describes its
use and its features, discusses issues relevant to the design of fonts and placement
of floating diacritics, and gives a list of rare cases and typographcal curiosa which
can be found in the Bible. The paper concludes with an example of Hebrew Biblical
text (the beginning of the book of Genesis) typeset by Tiqwah .

Introduction
The Tiqwah system uses the possibilities of TEX,
METAFONT and GNU Flex to typeset Biblical Hebrew.
T h s is not a simple task: (a) special fonts had to
be created, described in the section 'Fonts for typesetting the Holy Bible in Hebrew' on page 177; (b)
several levels of diacritics are required; they have
to be entered in a reasonable way (see 'Vowels' on
page 176, and 'Masoretic accents and other symbols'
on page 176), and placed correctly under or over
the characters (see 'An algorithm for placing floating
chacritics' on page 179). The Bible being the most demanding Hebrew text (from the typographical point
of view), Tiqwah can trivially be used to typeset any
other Hebrew text, classical or modern; in addition
to Tiberian vowels, Babylonian and Palestinian vowels are also included in the font, as are special characters for Yiddish.
T h s paper is divided into three parts: the first
one, more pragmatic, describes the requirements and
use of the Tiqwah system; the second one discusses
the design of the fonts and the algorithm of floating
diacritics placement; fmally, the third part gives a list
of rare cases and typographical curiosa found in the
Hebrew Bible, and the way to produce them through
Tiqwah.
But first, for the reader not familiar with the
Hebrew language, a short introduction to the Hebrew
system of diacritization.

Diacritization. In Hebrew, as in other Semitic languages, only consonants and long vowels are written as letters: the reading process includes a permanent "guessing" of words out of the available datathe consonants and long vowels, as well as the grammatical, syntactic and semantic context.' To prevent
misunderstandings, in cases where the short vowels
tr t rd ths t s wht I mn
what I mean.

- try to read this to see

cannot be guessed out of the context (for example in
names or foreign words), or in cases where the text is
extremely important and should by no means be altered (the case of holy texts, like the Bible), short vowels have been added, in the form of diacritics. This
is the first level of hacritization; it can be applied to
any text; at school, chddren first learn vowelized Hebrew.
A second degree of diacritization is the use of
cantillation marks or Masoretic marks or neumesm2
This method of &acritization applies only to the Hebrew Bible.
Finally, a third degree of chacritization and
markup (less important in volume than the two
previous ones) consists of using editorial marks for
scholarly editions (locations where text is missing,
diverging sources, etc.). For t h s purpose, mainly
two signs are used: the circellus (a small circle)
and the asterisk. Also a dot is sometimes placed
over each letter of a word-it is called punctum
extraordinarium.
One reads in Levine (1988, pp. 36-37): ". . .unlike
Psalmodic technique which reserves its motifs for a
single syllable toward the phrase-end, Biblical chant
assigns a motif to each word. It does t h s with signs
called neumes (te'amim in Hebrew). . ..The root of
"neume" in Hebrew, ta'am has several meanings:
'taste'; 'accent'; 'sense'. Neumes impart taste (intonation) to Scripture through melody, accent through
placement (above or below the stressed syllable),
and sense (rhetoric) by their ability to create a pause
or to run words together. In addition to these functions, neumes provide a means of memorizing the
intonation, accentuation, and rhetoric of the handwritten scrolls read publicly, for only consonants appear on the scrolls. Vowels and punctuation-as well
as neumes-appear only in printed editions of the
Hebrew Bible."
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It follows that printed Hebrew Biblical text can
Tiqwah p a ~ k a g econsisting
,~
of a preprocessor written in GNU Flex, fonts written in METAFONT, and TEX
globally be subdivided into four strata:
macros. The preprocessor being written entirely in
4. Editorial marks
GNU Flex (without using any system-dependent sub3. Cantillation marks
routines),
can be compiled in a straightforward man2. Vowels, semi-vowels and Sewa
ner
on
any
platform having a GNU Flex executable and
1. Text
an ANSI C (preferably gcc) compiler.
The placement of diacritics falls into the following
Once Tiqwah has been installed, typesetting is
groups:
done in two steps: an input file is prepared using the
1. inside the letter: the dageS or mappiq dot;
syntax described below; the preprocessor then reads
this file, and produces a LATEX^^ (or plain TEX) file
2. over the letter: vowels (holem in the Tiberian
which can then be run through TEX in the usual way.S
system of vowelization, and all Palestinian and
Babylonian vowels), Spirantization (rafe), canfieparing the input file. If you wish to write your file
Idlation marks (zaqeph, rebia, gerei, g a r i a ~ ~ ~inf LATEX^^, you have to include the line
etc.), editorial marks (circellus, asterisk, punctum extraordinarium);
\usepackageCti qwah}
3. under the letter: vowels (hireq, sere, segol, etc.),
semi-vowels (hafeph-patah, etc.), absence of
in the preamble. Plain TEX users will write
vowel (Sewa), cantdlation marks (silluq, atnah,
etc.);
\input tiqwamac. t e x
4. before the letter (on its right): prepositive cantillation marks (dehi, yetib, etc.);
at the beginning. However, the author recommends
5. after the letter (on its left): postpositive cantilthe use of LATEX&, because of its powerful font selation marks (segolta, sinnor, etc.).
lection scheme.
All strata of diacritics can be combined. It has
A Tiqwah input file contains text, T E X / ~ X
always been a typesetter's nightmare (or delight, demacros,
and preprocessor directives. The latter
pending on the case) to produce fully diacriticized
concern
only
Hebrew script. To type Hebrew text
Hebrew text: sometimes the combinations of diayou need to enter Hebrew mode; t h s is done by the
critics get even wider than the character that carries
preprocessor directive <H>. To leave Hebrew mode,
them; in these cases, dacritics will float under (or
enter the directive </H>. For Yiddish, the directives
over) the irnmedlately following letter, according to
are <Y> and </Y>.
The drectives <H> and <Y>
rules given in the section 'An algorithm for placing
are
the
only
ones
recognized
by the preprocessor
floating diacritics' on page 179. These actions can
outside Hebrew/Yiddish mode.
eventually change the appearance of the whole word.
Once you are inside Hebrewfliddish mode, you
In that section we give an analytic approach of floattype
Hebrew text in Latin transcription, from left
ing diacritic placement, and the corresponding algoto
right.
No special indication needs to be given to
rithm used by Tiqwah's TEX macros.
TEX about font or writing direction switching-this is
The reader can find more information on the
done automatically. The following sections describe
grammar of Biblical Hebrew in Lettinga (1980); for an
the transcription you have to use as well as all other
introduction to the modern edition of the Bible BHS
features
of the preprocessor.
(Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia), see Wonneberger
Letters. The Hebrew transcription of letters (conso(1990).
nants and long vowels) is given in Table 2 of the appendix (page 187); the Yiddish one will be given toUsing Tiqwah
gether with all other features of the Yiddish part of
Requirements. To typeset in Biblical Hebrew using
Tiqwah, in a forthcoming paper, dedicated entirely
Tiqwah, one needs a decent TEX ~ y s t e ma, relatively
~
to t h ~ language.
s
powerful machine (being able to run BigTEX) and the
Here is a simple example of code producing nonvowelized Hebrew text:
In this context, by 'decent TEX system' we mean a
TEX implementation featuring Peter Breitenlohner's
TEX--XET as well as a METAFONT implementation
with user-configurable parameters (the internal parameter max-font-dimen of METAFONT has to take
a value of at least 53, to be able to generate Tiqwah
fonts).

Tiqwah will be included in ScholarT~X;it is part
of the long awaited version 1 of the latter, together
with new Greek, Arabic, Estrangello, Serto, Chaldean,
Coptic and Akkadian cuneiform fonts.
An adaptation of the Tiqwah system to R (the
TEX extension prepared by John Plaice and the author) is under preparation; it will allow typesetting
in Biblical Hebrew, without a preprocessor.
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<H>ym hm*lx hw?:' hm?:qwmhn?:mw*kp y w t r
Below is the same example of simple Hebrew
b* ' w l m</H> will produce
text with its transcription, thls time vowelized:

n5lp9 in113-pa37 nlp7 ~ i n5m7
7
nl.

Some notes concerning the transcription of letters of Table 2: there is no distinction between medial and final forms; these are automatically applied
by TEX. The asterisk * transcribes the dageS, mappiq or Sureq dot.6 The broken lamed 5 is used automatically whenever no upper diacritic is present;'
this feature can be turned off by the command line
option -nobroken of the preprocessor. The character k is a ligature of the letters aleph and lamed; a
variant form of it is k. This ligature is not used in
the Bible, and hence is not applied automatically by
the preprocessor: it has to be explicitly requested by
the code '/1 (instead of '1 which will produce the
normal 5%).
In the same table, the reader will also encounter
the symbol C; it is called "nun invers" and is used in
Nu 10:35-36 and Ps 107. The "broken waw" :is used
in Nu 25:12. See the section 'Inverted and broken
letters' for more details.
Vowels. Hebrew vowels and their transcriptions are
displayed in Tables C and D (p. 188). Table 3 displays the three systems of vowelization available:
Tiberian (the most frequent one), Palestinian and
Babylonian. Tiberian vowels are used by default. To
switch to Palestinian or Babylonian, one uses the directives <PALESTINIAN>and <BABYLONIAN>. The directive for Tiberian is <TIBERIAN>. The same text
can be typeset in any one of the three systems just by
adding/removing one of these directives; here is an
example of the same text, written in the three vowel
systems:

Most vowels can be entered in two different
ways: either by a "phonetic" one- (or two-) letter
code (a for patah, A for qame;, etc.) or by a threeletter code in uppercase form, surrounded by < and >
(<PAT>for patah, <QAM> for qames, etc.). Both methods are equivalent and can be arbitrarily mixed.
Vowels are entered after letters, except in the
case of the patah furtivum, where the code <PTF>has
to be entered before x, h", or ' (n,7 and Y are the only
letters which can take a patah furtivum8). The rafe
accent can be found in table 5.
Following advice by Phdippe Cassuto, we will
attempt to differentiate the dageS and the Sureq
applied to the letter waw, in the next version of Tiqwah.
'With one exception: the holem.
8The combination "letter 'ayin with patah
furtivum" is not displayed in the table because
it is graphically indistinguishable from the normal
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will produce

n p ? inllp Tsn?;!

P~Q;II N Sn5@;!
~
D:

Masoretic accents and other sy&bols.Tables E
and F (p. 189, 190) display Masoretic cantillation
marks and miscellaneous symbols: the Sephardic
varika, and punctuation marks maqqeph, setuma,
petuha, soph pasuq.
Two styles of Masoretic
accents are provided:
oldstyle (as found in
BHK' and Holzhausen Bible (1889), Lowe and
Brydone Bible (1948)) and modern (as in BHS~).
The distinction is made at the TEX level, by macros
(\modernmasoreti c and \ol d s t y l emasoreti c),
which can be used inside or outside Hebrew mode;
the default style is oldstyle. Table 6 shows the
glyphs of modern Masoretic accents. The same
remark as in the previous section, concerning
alternative input of codes, applies in this case also.
Masoretic accents are entered after the letter to
which they belong; they can be placed before or after
vowels belonging to the same letter-their order is
not important. Prepositive accents are placed before
the first letter of the word. Postpositive accents, such
as padfa, placed inside a word, wdl be typeset between
letters.
Finally, Table 7 (page 190) displays a collection
of typographical curiosa: symbols used in various
contexts and for various purposes. The single and
double primes ' and " are used for numerals and abbreviations. The upper two dots diacritical mark is
also used for numerals: it indicates thousands. The
asterisk * is used both as an editorial mark (like the
circellus, but apparently with slightly &fferent meaning), and as a replacement character for missing letters (see the section 'Missing letters' on page 183).
The zero-like symbol 0 is used to indicate a rnissing word in Jdc 20:13 (Holzhausen Bible (1889),Lowe
and Brydone Bible (1948) only). The isolated dageS
is used to indicate a missing letter with dage$ in Jes
54:16 (BHS only). The "tetragrammaton" 43 is a symbol for the name of God; it can be obtained by the
directives <YYY> or <TETRACRAMMATON>.The dotted
circle o is used in textbooks as a basis for diacritics.
Other preprocessor directives. A few directives do
not produce glyphs, and hence are not included in
the tables:

'ayin with patah. T h s can be changed if there is a
demand for differentiation of the two patah types.
Throughout this paper, BHS will be the Biblia
Hebraica Stuttgarrensia BHS (1987), and BHK the
Biblia Hebraica BHK (1925),edited by Rudolf Kittel.
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1. <NIL> placed after a letter will prevent the final
form to be applied to it. For example, for numerals or stand-alone letters which have to be
in medial form:
<H>k<NIL> k</H> will produce 13.
2. <EOW> placed after a letter will force it to be in final form. even if other letters follow. For example, in Jes 9:6 one reads ;r$l~]S;
. . this word has
been entered as
<H>1"ma<EOW>r"bQe<AZL>h</H>). See the section 'Letters not obeying rules of contextual
analysis' on page 182 for more details.
3. <EMPTY> wdl produce an invisible character
of normal width. It can be used as a basis for
stand-alone diacritics in the case of missing
words (see 'Missing words' on page 183).
4. <SMALL> and <BIG> will produce small and big
letters, see section 'Bigger and smaller letters'
on page 181 for more details; they act only on
one letter at a time.
More features may be added to the preprocessor if
necessary.

Running the preprocessor. Once you have prepared
the input file, for example genesi s . inp, you run the
preprocessor by writing
tiqwah o p t i o n s < genesis. inp > genesis. t e x
where o p t i o n s can be the following:
1. -h displays a few lines describing the command
line options;
2. - p produces plain TEX instead of @ Q X output
(typesetting with Tiqwah in plain TEX is not recommended);
3. -1 followed by a number, indicates the maximum line length of code produced by the preprocessor; default is 80. This applies only to
commands inside Hebrew/Yiddish mode, the
remainder of the file is not modified;
4. -nobroken disables the automatic broken
lamed insertion. With this option,
<H>w"l <SIL> 'Ao=yAl a<RBM>d"t2i y</H> will
produce Y7i15;'&))
Jes 23:4; without it, you
It should be noted that
would get 70?'j:-k&1.
the holem vowel fits on the broken lamed: a
special "broken-lamed-with-holem" glyph is
provided in the font (5);
5. -d produces debugging output sent to the
s t d e r r stream, for those who want to modify
the code of the preprocessor.

We have completed the description of the preprocessor's use and features. Now we d turn ourselves to issues concerning the design of fonts and
the placement of floating diacritics.

Fonts for typesetting the Holy Bible in
Hebrew
Designing fonts for Biblical typesetting is quite a
challenge: on the one hand, one has to face centuries
of tradition, and the inevitable comparison with masterpieces of typography; on the other hand, unlike
Western typography, there is no room for innovation: modern Hebrew typefaces are widely used in
Israel and elsewhere, but certainly not for Biblical
text! Working under such tight restrictions can be
compared to composing fugues or painting Byzantine icons: there are very strict rules to struggle with,
and you can't avoid being hooked by the masterpieces others have done and whch fatally are out of
reach.. .
Fortunately, digital font creation does not always need to be original and innovative (although at
the end it always will have new features, since the
phototypesetting machmes are fundamentally different from the traditional presses). After all, we are in
the age of reproduction.. .
The author started with the idea in mind to reproduce as faithfully as possible the most beautiful Hebrew font he could find. There seems to be a
consensus among a large group of scholars that one
of the most beautiful Hebrew types ever done was
the one of the Biblia Hebraica, edited by Kittel and
printed in Germany in the early twenties. Unfortunately the molds were lost in the bombing of Leipzig,
so only printed copies of that book could be studied
by the author to get the necessary information for
reproducing the font.

6 polnts

I l polnts

36 polnts

Running TEX/IATEX. As usual, TEXhas to be TEX--XET,
otherwise you will get an error message about the
Figure 1: The letter 1at point sizes 6, 11, 36
unknown commands \begi nR and \endR.
If you are using W&X~,C,you have to include
Doing this, and studying other books as well,
the line \usepackage{tiqwah} in the preamble; if
such
as a Haggadah by Saul Raskin (Raslun 1941),
you are using plain TEX (not recommended), write
printed
in New York in 1941, and old Talmudic books
\ i n p u t t i qwamac. t e x instead.
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printed in Vienna in the late xrxth century, the author realized that Hebrew fonts have a fascinating
feature: there is a remarkable deviation between different point sizes (in T~Xnicalterms: they have a high
degree of metaness). While for Latin typefaces the
changes between small and large point sizes affect
mostly the width of strokes, in Hebrew, letter shapes
often change considerably. And what's even more
unusual: changes that occur when going from small
sizes to the normal size often occur the other way
around when going from normal to large size: for
example, one can see, in Fig. 1, the letter gimel at 6,
11, and 36 points (magnified so that they all have the
same physical size). While the right tail of the letter moves more to the right when going from 6 to 11
points, it retracts again when going from 11 to 36,
and almost becomes vertical.
Here is a (possible) explanation for this
behaviour: the reasons for metaness in the
small-to-normal range are different than those in
the normal-to-large range. In the former case, the
problem to solve is legibility. As a matter of fact,
many Hebrew letters look quite similar in normal
size: compare samekh and final mem, or kaph and
bet, at 11 (or higher) points in the Table of Appendix
A. Their distinctive features are so discrete that
they could well disappear if the normal size was
reduced linearly; a well-drawn small point Hebrew
font has to bring these distinctive features to the
foreground. Compare these letters again at 6 points:
kaph and final mem are round while samekh and bet
remain quadratic. On the other hand, when going
from normal to large, one follows purely esthetic
criteria: elegance is the main goal. In this context,
Hebrew letters follow "Bodoni-like" esthetics: they
have very important fat strokes and very fine thin
ones. Hebrew letters use -even more than Latin
letters- the effect of contrast between fat and thin
strokes.
Being hooked by the beauty of this script the author decided not only to produce a most decent Hebrew font, but also to cover the whole range of optical METAmorphoses of the types. On table 1 of the
appendix (page 186), the reader can see the first results of this adventure; they are by no means final!
The author hopes to be able to improve these characters to meet the level of the Hebrew typographical
tradition.

Technical details. Drawing a font with such a high
degree of metaness is a process not far from morphing, a techmque used more and more in video and
cinema.1° Nevertheless there is an important difference between METAFONT " m o r p h g " and the usual
lo Morphing is the continuous interpolation between two pictures; it has been used in special effects, for example to show faces being transformed
into other faces.
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morphmg we see in movies. To morph two images,
we are not changing the grayscale (or color) weight of
each pixel, but the coordinates of Bezier curve control points. Interpolation becomes very uncertain,
since it is by no means trivial that the set of interpolated Bezier curves will still produce a decent character shape.
The solution to t h s problem is to detect "tendencies" in the letter shape metaness and to be
guided by these while morphing: for example, the
lower left stroke of the letter aleph has the tendency
of protruding to the left when point sizes become
small. This has to be taken into account for all paths
of this stroke, so that the transformation is homogeneous. The best way to do t h s is to determine "centers of gravity" which will move during the transformation; then it suffices to define all the important
control points of the stroke with respect to a center
of gravity: in this way the movement of the latter will
produce an homogeneous move (and hence, transformation) of the whole stroke.
Animportant precaution is to limit the metaness
of certain quantities to a certain range of point sizes.
For example, the width of fat strokes can vary arbitrarily (after all, it is directly related to the letter
point size), but other characteristics should not "vary
too much"; in other words, they should remain stable
outside of a certain point size range. That is the case,
for example, of the "hanging left stroke" of letter final pe, in small point sizes; this stroke extrudes already to the left at point size 8; for point sizes lower
than 8, the amount of extrusion remains stable, otherwise the character shape would be deformed; same
phenomenon for the height of the intersection point
of the vertical and the oblique stroke of letter final
~ a d e :after point size 24 the intersection height remains stable, since at this point size it has reached
an extremal point. The idea of this paragraph could
be stated as: "morphing should be applied only for
interpolations inside the regular range; for extrapolations, the usual metaness (stroke widths, etc.) is
applied."
One of the most important parts of many Hebrew letters is the "flame" (or "crown"). Figure 2
shows the different METAFONT reference points and
paths used for the definition of a standard METAFONT "flamev-subroutine.

Rashi. Besides the "quadratic" Hebrew font, which
is shown in table 1 of the Appendix, the author has
also developped a Rashi font. This type was used in
Synagogue books for comments on the Biblical text.
Synagogal books, whch are often masterpieces of typography, combine several point sizes of Rashi and
quadratic in various page setups. On the other hand,
Rashi is not used in scholarly editions. Rashi is not
diacriticized (neither vowels, nor cantillation marks);
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xloc

xloc

xloc

Figure 2: The METRFONT description of the character part "flame"
nevertheless, the author has included vowels, semiAn algorithm for placing floating diacritics. After a
vowels and Sewa in the Rashi font, just in case someclose study of the typesetting of diacriticized text in
body wants to break that rule.. .
the Hebrew Bibles, and numerous discussions with
The Rashi font has only the usual metaness (opJohannes de Moor, the author was led to the followtical scaling through variation of stroke width). Here
ing considerations:
are the characters of point size 10, in their real phys1. We divide the set of diacritics into two cateical size, compared with the quadratic font at the
gories: primary and secondary. Primary diasame size:
critics are vowels, semi-vowels and Sewa (straRashi: ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 l ~ f l > 7 3 ~ ~ ~tum
f t 2);
b7
3 f , are secondary ones (strata 3all>others
Quadratic: n ~ l ? ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ] 2 ~ ~ ? 51%
1 3 ~ ~ n t l 1 4).
f fSecondary diacritics are always appended to
the
left of primary diacritics belonging to the
In a forthcoming article, the author will give examsame letter.
ples taken from Synagogal books with comments in
2. Every consonant has an upper and a lower
Rashi.
symmetry axis, on which diacritics are
centered: these are not necessarily identified
with the symmetry axis of the character's
box: for example, the lower symmetry axis of
1
I
character 1is going through the middle of the
vertical stroke, and not through the middle
of the imaginary character box (as its upper
symmetry axis).
In Fig. 3, the reader can see the choice of
upper and lower symmetry axes for each character, as well as the "forbidden zones", which
should be avoided by diacriticsll.
3. Suppose that:
we have a letter L followed by letter L';

Figure 3: Upper and lower symmetry axes for
Hebrew characters

l 1 The reader will notice two letters he in Fig. 3,
with different lower symmetry axes: the second one
shows the axis used for the patah furtivum. The
same process is applied to the letter het.
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letter L carries a primary diacritic P and
a secondary diacritic S, both under it, S
being necessarily appended to the left of P;
the lower symmetry axis of letter L is A
and the one of L' is A'.
Then we have three possible choices, in the following order of preference:
(a) P is centered on A (see Fig. 4, 1);
(b) the group of diacritics SP is centered on A
as a whole (see fig. 4, 2);
(c) the group of diacritics SP is centered on A
as a whole, furthermore a kern is added between L' and L (see fig. 4, 3) so that diacritic S does not overlap on L' or its diacritics.
Once these choices as well as their order of preference have been determined, the algorithm for plating diacritics under (or over) a word is the following:
for (letters of the word starting from the left)
{

try choice (a)
if ((a)not successful) {
try choice (b)
if ((b)not successful) {
apply choice (c)

I

closer to the medial bet than it was in case (I),so that
now, the diacritics of the medial letter, placed as before, would inevitably touch the symmetry axis of the
zayin. TEX automatically switches to choice 2, and
checks that, without additional kerning, the diacritics remain indeed inside the authorized area.
In case (3), we add a diacritic segol to the letter
zayin. Choice 2 is not valid anymore, and TEX automatically kerns letters zayin and the bet so that the
atnah is at a safe distance from the segol to the left
of it. T h s is choice 3, and it always works, because
there are no limits set on TEX'Soperation of kerning.
Word (4) has been included to show TEX'Sreaction in front of a punctuation mark: (a)TEX does not
float the diacritic under the punctuation mark as in
case (I),and (b) it does not switch either for choice 2,
like in (2). The reason is that both operations (a) and
(b) are reserved for letters which are considered as
part of a whole (the word); the punctuation mark belonging to a different entity must be placed independently, and should not participate in the algorithm of
floating diacritic placement. As the reader can see in
(4),TEX kerns between the punctuation mark and the
letter until the atnah is clearly not under it anymore.
NOTES:

I

1. Certain characters have descenders:

7 Y or ascenders: 5; these parts of

go to next letter

I
where the criterium of "success" is the fact that the
diacritics of the current letter do not overlap with the
following letter (if t h s letter has a descender part)
or its diacritics, or its lower symmetry axis. Here is
an example of such a situation. The reader can see a
few (imaginary) words illustrating the three choices
described above:12

t --•l 1 (2) 111 (1)
A

:?>
-- (4)
A

words are displayed in a magnified 8point font, so that diacritics are larger, relative
to characters, and the three choices become more
obvious.
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3.

(3)

In case (I),we have three letters bet, the medial one
having a primary diacritic segol and a secondary diacritic atnah. On the left side there is no diacritic, and
the lower symmetry axis of the left bet is far enough
from the atnah of the medial letter to allow placement of the diacritics according to choice 1: the segol
is centered under the letter, and the atnah concatenated to it.
In case (2), instead of bet we have placed a zayin at the end of the word. There is no diacritic under that letter, but its lower symmetry axis is much
l 2 These

2.

4.

5.

p 1

characters
are considered "forbidden zonesv-no diacritic
should overlap or even touch them (forbidden
zones are visible on fig. 3 as shaded areas).
The algorithm only concerns diacritics that are
centered over or under the character with respect to the symmetry axes shown in Fig. 3; uncentered diacritics (like the holem) obtain fixed
positions before applying the algorithm. The region they occupy becomes a forbidden zone, just
like letter descenders or ascenders.13
If there are both upper and lower diacritics, the
algorithm has to be applied twice, once for each
case. Choices are independent, but a possible
kerning due to application of choice 3 to one of
the two parts could modify the choice applied
to the other part.
If there is already a kern between two letters, it
must be taken into account before applying the
algorithm.
While inside a line, TEX is typesetting by counting blank space with respect to character boxes
(and not diacritic boxes), at the beginning of
a line the maximum between the width of diacritic box and the width of character box must

13 An exception to this rule is the letter 1(waw with
holem magnum), where the right dot is sufficiently
below the standard diacritic height for additional
diacritics to be placed as if the dot was not there.
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I

Letter

I

Letter

Letter

I

Choice 1

syrnrnet y

Choice 3

Choice 2

Figure 4: Three possible choices of diacritics positioning, in order of preference.
be taken into account (so that diacritics do not
protrude over the beginning of a line).

'nsz Gn 27:46,

el.&??.
-: I-

Gn 30:42,

Rare cases and typographical curiosa
It is forbidden-and has always been forbidden-to
change the text of the Hebrew Bible. The Masorets
and other Bible cornmentors have proposed some
modifications to the text, which had to be made apparent without changing the text itself. For this reason, many (typo-)graphical tricks have been used to
indicate potential modifications of the text. These
may differ from one Bible edition to the other (although they seem to be quite stable between rabbinical editions), and may not appear in modern study
editions of the Bible, like the BHS. Here is a list of
such curiosa, after a short search by the author,'"~
well as the way to achieve them with Tiqwah.

Bigger and smaller letters. These are letters bigger
or smaller than ordinary text. They can appear at any
location inside a word. They are vertically justified at
the upper bar of Hebrew letters (and not at the baseline), so that big letters are protruding downwards
only, and small letters are "hanging". The eventual
dageS dot belongs to the point size of the letter itself (bigger or smaller than ordinary text), while the
eventual diacritics are typeset in the same size as ordinary text. In the case of big letters, lower diacritics are lowered so that they keep the same distance
to the letter a s in the case of ordinary letters; in the
case of small letters they are not raised, and remain
at their default position.
Here are all possible occurrences the author
could detect:
n9WFtN13Gn i : i ,

9 1 ~ " Gn
P 2:4.
7n5371
. . Gn 23:2,
The author would be grateful for any help or
suggestions o n completing this list.
l4

/)fi$-?$j Lv 11:42 [big waw].

n5pn;il

LV

l4)-%?9

Nu 14:17 [big yod],

13:33,

'n22 JOS14:11,
1 5 Jes
~ 56:1,
nIJlT1 Jer 14:2,

?lg$D3Na 1:4,
N:@~'PS 24:4 [small waw],

?lsa!Ps 80:16,

'~VD
Prv 1:l [small final nun].

7$1?iPrv 16:28,
c?&,~

r 28:17,
v

23 I >?Prv30:15,
W"? Hi 7:6,

lugv Hi 9:34,

~$-'?@-sY
..
Hi 16:14 [small h a 1 sadel.
.
A
,

Tn Hi 33:9,
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l'v Cant 1:1,

'$5

Ru 3:13.

SN'~:)

Esr 8:18.
At a single location in the Bible the author found
the letter 'ayin with dageS: 1317~931s 5:12. This
letter appears in Holzhausen ~ible'(1889),
Lowe and
Brydone Bible (1948) but not in BHS. In BHK a large
dot is placed over the character.
Finally, the letter resh with dageS occurs in n'7Q
Prv 14:lO.
To produce these letters with Tiqwah, use codes
' ?,: '/, r * and ' * as shown in table 2 of the appendix.

NIT ~

h 1:12,
r
?I??: Thr 2:9,
Qoh 7: 1,

3'iD
7'ibQoh 12:13,
l$nEst 1:6,
N~~SWl3
- Est 9 7 ,
k?!~l~ st 9 9 ,
:

NQ!'l

Est 9:9 [big waw and small zayin],

3h3nf Est 9:29,
~ l ~. y. e Da
w p6:20.
l c h 1:l.
Tb produce big and small letters, one uses the
preprocessor directives <BIG> and <SMALL> respectively. These affect only the first letter following
them, e.g., to obtain NlB7Rt
. t.t3 Da 6:20, one writes
<H>b*i S"<SMALL>~~~";BIC>~QA~A<TIP> ' </H>.
'

Raised letters. At three locations in the Bible, the
author encountered raised 'ayin letters, and at one
location, a raised nun. Contrary to small letters as
described in the previous section, these are typeset
in the regular point size. The diacritics remain under
the normal baseline except in the case of a patah
diacritic, which was raised as well, in BHS and BHK.
Here are all occurrences of raised 'ayin the author could find:
$
'
!
l [in Holzhausen Bible (1889), Lowe and Brydone Bible (1948)l or
lys?3
[in BHS and BHK] Ps 80:14,
~'%l Hi 38:13,
D'*v%J Hi 38:15.
The raised nun was encountered in
ntb'p-jo J ~ 18:30.
C
~ o t r'iised
h
letters are regular characters of the
Tiqwah font. The raised 'ayin can be produced by the
input code ' / ( ' /a in the case of raised 'ayin with
patah). The raised nun with patah can be obtained
by the input code n / / a ( n followed by a single slash
n / produces the inverted nun, see section 'Inverted
and broken letters').
Letters aleph, resh and 'ayin with dageS dot. The
author has found three locations in the Hebrew Bible,
where the letter aleph takes a dageS dot: in BHS the
dots are placed in the lower part of the letter; in BHK
they are ignored; while in Holzhausen Bible (1889),
Lowe and Brydone Bible (1948) they are placed in
the upper or in the lower part of the letter. Here
are these occurrences, as they appear in Holzhausen
Bible (1889), Lowe and Brydone Bible (1948):

182

Letters not obeying rules of contextual analysis.
In some cases a letter does not appear in final form
as it should, and conversely a letter inside a word
is written in final form (for example to indicate a
contraction of two word:). Here are two cases the
author has detected: 32107
. . Jes 9:6, with a final
mern inside the word, and ;l7Yp;!&3 Hi 38:1, where
the nun of the first word is not in final form.
To impose a final form one uses the preprocessor directive <EOW> (EOW stands for "end of word"),
after the letter: <H>1 "ma<EOW>r" bQe<AZL>h</H> to
obtain the example above. To avoid a final form
one uses the directive <NIL>, after the letter as well:
<H>mi <MER><NIL></H> for the example. More technically, in the first case, the preprocessor considers
it is at the end of a word and treats the two parts
of the word as distinct-but concatenated-words; in
the second case an invisible character of zero width
makes it thmk it is not at the end of the word.
Letters with more than one vowel. Again because
of contractions or other grammatical phenomena, a
letter can carry more than one vowel. Here is an example: 7 ~ Ez ~
9:11,3
where the letter kaph carries
both a Sewpand a holem. Input of such letters is
straightforward.
Isolated dageS. The author encountered an isolated,
Jes 54:16.
vowelized dageS in BHS:
To obtain this character with Tiqwah, use
the directive <DAGESH>. The invisible box of this
character is sufficiently wide to carry vowels and/or
other diacritics. It is treated as any other letter,
so you have to use the directive <EOW> (see the
section 'Other preprocessor directives' on page 176)
to obtain our unique example (otherwise the letter
nun will not be final). Here is its Tiqwah code:

7

-:.I;!

<H>hin<EOW><DAGESH>e<MEH></H>.

Unusual letters. In Nu 10:35-36 as well as in Ps 107,
one encounters the horizontally inverted letter nun
C. In the critical apparatus of BHK one can read ">
invers: [editio Bombergiana Jacobi ben Chajjirn anni
1524/25] YDC3 et P'3CKnt33". Both in BHS and BHK
the types used for this character are not very satisfactory, while in Holzhausen Bible (1889),Lowe and
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Brydone Bible (1948) a type of the same quality as the
ordinary nun is used.
This character is obtained by the code n/. It
seems that other inverted characters may exist (an inverted lamed seems to be hidden in the Bible text.. . ).
They will be added to the Tiqwah system, whenever
necessary.
In Nu 25:12, there is a "broken" waw with right
holem, in the word P??v. Thls character is obtained
by the code w/Ao.
Finally, there is a variant form of the letter qoph,
in Ex 32:25, Pz't9F3, and in Nu 25:12,
P ' l p p " 5 ~ . This litter is mentioned in the Masorah
as "qof joined and without taggim" (see Yeivin 1980,
546); it can be obtained by the code q/.

Y1.E: Jer 10:13,

Missing letters. The treatment of missing letters is
typical of the work and restrictions of Masorets: they
were not allowed to add letters that were missing,
so while vowelizing the consonants they did so also
for the missing letters, and by that action made their
existence apparent.15
In the Holzhausen Bible (1889), and Lowe and
Brydone Bible (1948), an asterisk is used to denote
a missing letter. T h s asterisk is vowelized just like
any ordinary letter. In BHS and BHK different methods are used: in some cases, empty space is left; in
other cases no empty space is left and the diacritics
of the missing character are just squeezed between
those of (not missing) letters (a phenomenon occuring also in Holzhausen Bible (1889), Lowe and Brydone Bible (1948);for example in the word Ll>f@~l;
Ps
137:6 where a hireq is squeezed between the lamed
and the final mem).
Here are the missing letters detected by the author, as printed in Holzhausen Bible (1889) and in
Lowe and Brydone Bible (1948):
:-S&W: 2 s 16:23,
,.*-YY 2 s 18:20,

P9@$??'$3 Thr 1:18,

Pi*Jer 17:19,
S97*1Jer 18:23,
137: Jer 40:3,
7 .

<:,.:

YV7: Ez 18:20,
;?p:n:~?)EZ 2519,
nr?v'3: EZ 42:9,
P:n3?-3

Ez 46: 19,
$3V]:Prv 4:16,
"$1': PN 23:25,
?P: Hi 2:7,

AS: ~ h 2:2,
r
7%' Thr 5:3.

]a>@'?;!
. . Da 2:9,
'f *: Da 2:43.
In Tiqwah one writes <AST> to obtain the letter4.

like asterisk (warning, the ASCII asterisk * is used
only for the dageS, mappiq and Sureq dot!). If one
prefers to leave an empty space, one can use the directive <EMPTY>. Unlike <NIL>, this one produces
an invisible character with non-zero width; it can
be vowelized just like any character. Finally, <NIL>
can be used if we want to squeeze the diacritics of
the missing character between the existing characters/diacritics.
Here is an example: <H>b"<AST>ageiyd</H>
will give the (imaginary) word f93f>;by replacing
<AST>by <EMPTY>in the code, one would get
and finally, by using < N I L > instead of <AST> or
<EMPTY>,the result would be fl$->.
Missing words. To indicate the location of missing
words, all combinations of the preceding techniques
are used. In BHK and BHS, empty vowelized characters are used; in Holzhausen Bible (1889), Lowe and
Brydone Bible (1948), a single asterisk, in the middle of the diacritics of the missing word is used. In
a single case, a digit zero is used instead of asterisk.
Here are the missing words detected by the author,
as printed in Holzhausen Bible (1889),Lowe and Brydone Bible (1948):
0.. Jdc 20:13,
2s 833,
:

?'a_?

2..

IT

..*

SP131)Jes 32:15,

nnn: Jes s5:13,

l S The reader can compare this with the glasses or
gloves worn by the invisible man in H. G. Wells's
homonymous novel.

:

2R 19:31,

.*. 2R 19:37,
.. * Jer 31:37,
:Jer 50:29,
7

,-* .. Ru 3:6,
- * .. Ru3:17.
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To obtain the digit zero in Tiqwah, use the directive <ZERO>. For the remaining examples, the directives explained in the section 'Missing letters' on
page 183 are used in a straightforward manner.

Conclusion
As hmted by its name (Tiqwah means "hope" in Hebrew), the author has made this system hoping that
it will lead to a revival of Biblical Hebrew typography.
Its three main axes (fonts, typesetting, user interface) are based on three powerful programming languages: METAFONT for font creation, TEX for typesetting, and G N U Flex for preprocessing. The openness and flexibility of these languages guarantees the
platform independence and consistency of the Tiqwah system.
The author would like to express his gratitude
to Prof. Johannes de Moor of the Theologische Universiteit van de Gereformeerde Kerken (Kampen) for
his constant and friendly guidance and support. Also
he would like to thank Jean Kahn (Paris) for his help
in the hunt for rare cases and typographical curiosa,
and Alan Hoenig (New York), Daniel Navia (Paris) and
Relnhard Wonneberger (Mainz) for their warm response and friendly advice. Last, but not least, many
thanks to those who have fetched the preprint of
thls paper on the net and have generously provided
suggestions and corrections: Abe Stone (Princeton),
Aaron Naiman (Maryland), Scott Smith (MIT), Malki
Cyrnbalista (Weizmann Institute, Israel).
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Table 1: Hebrew characters in point sizes 6-36 (part A)
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Table 1: Hebrew characters in point sizes 6-36 (Part B)
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Table 2: Hebrew letters and their input codes
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Table 3: Hebrew vowels (Tiberian, Palestinian & Babylonian) and their input codes

Table 4: Special Hebrew vowels, special characters and their input codes
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Sduq

/.

/

\

I

I

\

Atn*

Tipma

..

/

-1

.

,

\

/

I

i

\

\

/

I

i

..

\

\ - /

\ - /

I

A

L

<SIL>
Xsi 1

<ATN>
Xatn

<TIP>
Xtip

Galgal

Mereka

Zaqeph
parvum I magnum

Mun*

\

/

I

\

-/

Mehupak

..
\

/

I

1

-/

\

..
\

/

I

I

-/

\

./

J

<

<MER>
Xme r

<MUN>
Xmun

Rebia
magnum

Mereka
kepula

..
-/

..

/

\

\

Darga

\

I

i

I

\ - /

JJ

Z

<MEH>
Xme h

<MEK>
Xme k

<DAR>
Xdar

GereS

GarSayim

Pazer

Pazer
magnum

<GAL>
Xgal

<ZQP>
XZ~P

<ZQM>
Xzqm

<RBM>
Xrbm

<CER>
Xge r

<CAR>
Xgar

<PAZ>
Xpaz

<PZM>
Xpzm

Azla

'Ole
weyored

'Illuy

SalSelet

Sinnorit

Circellus

Tebir

Rafe

<AZL>
Xazl

<OLE>
Xol e

<ILL>
Xi11

<SHP>
Xshp

<SIN>
Xsi n

<CIR>
Xci r

<TEB>
Xteb

<RAF>
Xraf

Circellus

Lineola
(paseq)

Postpositivi
Sinnor,
Zarqa
Segolta

PaQa

TeliSa
parvum

Punctum
extraordinarium

/

..

i

\

I

' - /

<PUN>
Xpun

Varika

.

w

0

,
/

/

\

I

..

i

I

\

\ - /

\

-/

I

(..\I
\

-/

\

/

..

7

/

\

/

i

I

i

I

1

\

-/

CU

\

-/

/.

9

\

/

I

I

\ - /

.

,

\

I
\ - /

<LIN>
X l in

<SEG>
Xseg

<ZAR>
Xzar

<PAS>
Xpas

<TLP>
Xtlp

Yetib

TeliSa
magnum

Setuma

Petaa

Maqqeph

Soph
pasuq

<YET>
Xyet

<TLM>
Xtlm

<SET>
Xset

<PET>
Xpet

-

<PCR>
Xpc r

<VAR>
Xvar

I

.. ..

Praepositivi
Rebia
mugrash

Dehl

<REM>
Xrem

<DEH>
Xdeh

I

I
I

Table 5: Oldstyle Hebrew masoretic accents and their input codes
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Pazer

I

Azla

..

I

I

l

\

Sinnorit

/.

l

-1

\

-

/.
1

\

\

Postpositivi
Sinnor,
Tebir
Zarqa

\

/

1

I

/

I

I

-1

\

/

\

Praepositivi
Rebia
PaSf-a mugrash
Deh

/

..

\

\

\

.

I

I

1

1

1

/.

7

\ - /

/

\

\ - '

\ - /

*/

/.
/

/

1

\

I

1

I

\ - /

/.
\

I
\ - /

\

<PAZ>

<AZL>

<SIN>

<TEB>

<ZAR>

<PAS>

<REM>

<DEH>

Xpaz

Xazl

Xsin

Xteb

Xzar

Xpas

Xrem

Xdeh

Table 6: Modern Hebrew masoretic accents and their input codes

I

/I

..
I//.\

I

*

!

!!

I/

* o .

\

\ - '

\I

-1

<MIL>

<AST>

<ASA>

<ZERO>

<DAGESH>

Xmi1

Xast

Xasa

Xzer

Xdag

I/

..

\

\I

-/

<XXX>
Xxxx

Table 7: Miscellaneous symbols and their input codes
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Figure 5: The book of Genesis, as printed in an 1889 Viennese Bible
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